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Announcing the Public Research
Fellows Fall Series 
With the support of a National Endowment for the Humanities grant and

the College of Arts & Sciences, PRF is hosting a number of events in 2022-

23 under the theme "Engaging Humanities." Across the year we are

featuring examples of innovative humanities-based inquiry that connects

with non-humanities disciplines and wider publics. Fall events include:

Poetry & Vitality Workshop with Naomi Shihab Nye: M 9/12,

6:00-7:30pm, Bauccio Dining Room

Collaborative Teaching in the Core Workshop: Th 9/15, 2:30-

3:45, Franz 222

Campus Conversation: Reimagining Readiness: W 10/26, 4:00-

5:30pm, Teske Dining Room

Faculty Lunch Discussions: Th 10/6, 1:00-2:30pm and F 11/4,

11:45-1:15pm, Teske Dining Room

Read on for details!

Find out more about the engaged humanities and PRF's 22-23

theme here>>

Poetry & Vitality
Workshop
Monday, 9/12, 6:00-

7:30pm, Bauccio Dining Room

Join poet Naomi Shihab Nye for a

hands-on workshop exploring the integral

role of creative writing and reading in

building emotional, mental, and physical

vitality. Hosted with Corey Pressman and

the Integrative Health and Wellness Program. Students, faculty, and

staff welcome! 

Check out the event flyer >>

Collaborative Teaching
in the Core
Th, 9/15, 2:30-3:45pm, Franz 222

Are you interested in developing

interdisciplinary courses with your colleagues

but need some support in taking the first steps?

Join us for this interactive workshop where you

can learn about designing a Core X course using engaged humanities

practices and find out about support for turning your idea into a

concrete plan. Most of the session will be devoted to interdisciplinary

speed networking sessions with colleagues from across the University.

Faculty from CAS as well as the professional schools are welcome!

Click here for more details >>

Campus
Conversation:
Reimagining
Readiness
Wed., 10/26, 4:00-5:30pm,

 Teske Dining Room

The term "readiness" has become a buzzword in higher education as

colleges seek to demonstrate how they prepare students for the

professional world--but what do we mean by "readiness"? PRF will

host a guided small group conversation with students, staff, and faculty

to think together about the many ways we can be "ready" to meet the

world.

Interested in joining this conversation? Email Jen McDaneld

for more details>>

Faculty Lunch Discussions
The engaged humanities are a broad, complex field that intersect with

many of the most urgent (and interesting) debates in higher education.

The program will host two lunches this semester to bring faculty

together to discuss issues related to engagement, interdisciplinarity,

and the role of education in the world today. Take a break from your

usual schedule and join your colleagues in lively discussion at one of

these lunches (our treat!):

Thursday, 10/6, 1-2:30pm, Teske Dining Room

Engaged Humanities at UP: How Can We Grow Them?

Friday, 11/4, 11:45-1:15pm, Teske Dining Room

Reading (TBA) on Engagement, Activism, and the Humanities

Interested in joining a faculty lunch? Email Molly Hiro for

more details>>
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